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With the rapid development of informationization in tax system, online tax 
service has been comprehensively promoted. Currently, online tax return has become 
an important part of the tax system service. Online tax return system refers to the tax 
department establishing a declaration website in specialized network and the 
taxpayers delivering the related electronic tax return data to the tax department 
through network to complete the process of tax return. The adoption of online return 
system can not only alleviate the burden on taxpayers and tax authorities, but also 
reduce the collection costs and improve the efficiency of taxation. 
By expounding the advantages and characteristics of online tax return system, 
this paper introduces the principle of constructing, the design objectives and overall 
design schemes of online tax return system, also includes subsystems of each function 
and the main technique link in detail. Meanwhile ,the writer analyzes requirements of 
the system exhaustively and discusses the special requirements of online tax return 
system for electronic encryption technology with taking actual development of online 
tax return system for example. What's more, emphasises on the operating principle 
and development method of taxpayer port . 
The online return system discussed in this article basically consists of three parts: 
the taxpayer end, the intermediate transport layer as well as the tax treatment end. 
This dissertation gives a specific description of the taxpayers end and the tax 
treatment end, as both of them are important parts of the system. General design of 
online tax return system was divided into four parts: Information management of 
taxpayer, Tax returns, Tax queries, System maintenance. While architecture of online 
tax return system was consisted by Data storage layer, Logic control layer, and the 
interactive presentation layer. And then, Data storage layer was responsible for the 
reception data storage. While logic control layer was for the exchange of data 
information and logic control between the former layer and the latter one. The 


















In addition, the development of taxpayer end software uses the B/S structure 
design. And solves the problem on no unified data format in online tax 
declaration ,which is realized by standardizing data interface of online tax declaration 
based on XML. Also the language of XML is used for describing the exchanging data. 
This thesis analyzed the architecture of online tax return system and the 
treatment process, meanwhile it would carried out the detailed design of the relevant 
functional modules. 
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商务的不断发展,经济全球化的 佳途径就是发展基于 Internet 的商务应用。由


























































税务信息化，是我国加快现代化建设的必然选择。我国在 20 世纪 80 年代中期开
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